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Abstract: This research developed an AOI (automated optical inspection) system for the O-Ring
inspection. First, an AOI system was implemented to detect surface scratches, flow marks, non-fills,
and indentations on elastomer O-Rings with high surface reflection coefficients. The proposed system
employed multiple light source structures to realize the photometric stereo. This method eased the
identification of the O-Ring contour and Bézier control points. Then, by applying an interpolation
process on these control points, we estimated the paths of the object surface. Simultaneously,
regression analysis was conducted to produce a new smooth surface and then a constructed surface
was compared with the model built by the photometric stereo method. The difference was deemed
the candidate defect location. Overall, the detection recall rate was 100% and accuracy reached
96.56%. This paper also developed an AOI system for the O-Ring dimension measurement. The
system analyzed the contour of the O-Ring and reversely calculated the Bézier curve control points.
Then, those control points were used with De Casteljau’s algorithm to estimate the O-Ring dimension
with high accuracy.

Keywords: photometric stereo; AOI; Bézier curve; rubber; homography; defect detection

1. Introduction

Recently, the automated optical inspection (AOI) system has taken the place of hu-
man inspection in highly automated manufacturing requirements. Human inspection is
subjective since human inspection stability depends on operator experience and physical
condition, among other factors. However, there are many reasons that make human in-
spection irreplaceable. For example, we cannot use a fixed light source to obtain a defect
image unless we employ a light source at a particular relative direction to catch defect
features on the O-Ring’s surface. A such, the AOI system has experiences many ordeals in
various conditions. It is difficult to exploit the traditional image process of dealing with
images from cameras captured from different light sources. Therefore, it is difficult to fix a
threshold for traditional image processing.

To address this problem, we studied other research that inspected rubber material.
Peng et al. [1] used 7 × 7 kernels to find the gradient direction and convert the edge
of this area to a cubic spline to measure the O-Ring dimension and to remove noise.
Simultaneously, this study used the KFDA (kernel fisher discriminant analysis) to detect
the O-Ring defect. Ho et al. [2] used two inspection stations to inspect components made
of rubber and metal. The first inspection station provided a camera and light source to
inspect defects on the top of the component. The second inspection station provided a
camera and a special telecentric lens used to inspect defects on each side of the component.

The O-Ring dimension measurement was inspired by [3–6]. Works proposed by [3,4]
employed an image processing method to calculate the dimension. Those papers provided
a good idea to approximate contours and calculate the length of edge information. In [5],
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Dokken et al. approximated circular sections by cubic Bézier. Moreover, Lin [6] proposed
a method for using the cubic Bézier curve [7] combined with a fourth-order Bézier curve.
Goldapp [8] proposed a method for calculating the circular arc control point location using
the Bézier curve. The approach proposed in this work is a two-stage solution in which
the problem was converted from defect inspection and dimension measurement sites to a
single station. The first stage was concerned with defects on the O-Ring’s surface, while
the second stage measured the O-Ring dimension. After repeated attempts, we find a 2.5-D
defect detection system that can solve the problem we faced easier than the 2-D one. On the
other hand, only a few people used defect detection by creating a 2.5D defect-free model.
The defect detection method we proposed can detect any object with some trackable path.
Then, the algorithm will create a defect-free model. Just only by subtracting two models
can be found the approximate location of a defect easily. Furthermore, the photometric
stereo method gives further potential for remote monitoring [9] and machine positioning
and quality checks [10].

In this paper, we propose a simple O-Ring defect detection system and dimension
measurement. The proposed system is described in Section 2, and the proposed experiment
flow charts are shown in Figure 1. This paper divide into two-part. One is the defect
detection part, We implemented photometric stereo to reconstruct the model with sample
surface (e.g., defect-free surface Figure 2a), flow marks (Figure 2b), non-fills (Figure 2c)
according to ISO 3601-3:2005 [11]) and compared to optical profilometer (VR-3100, Keyence
Co., Osaka, Japan) reconstruct result. Then, develop a defect detection processing and
compared result. Second, we compared the algorithm we proposed to raw contours
data and Douglas–Peucker algorithm. At first, we calibrate the camera and calculate the
homograpy matrix with the camera parameter. Then calculate edge information with
different algorithms. Finally, we compare those results with known sample dimension to
calculate absolute error. The O-Rings database we collected and evaluated in Section 3. In
Section 4, the experiment results and discussion with our database are shown. Furthermore,
Section 5 in our conclusion.
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2. The Proposed System
2.1. Hardware Architecture

To use the defect detection system to detect surface scratches (e.g., the defect-free
surface (Figure 2a), flow marks (Figure 2b), non-fills (Figure 2c) according to ISO 3601-
3:2005 [9]), this system provides an industrial camera and six directions of white light
sources to implement a photometric stereo to meet the ISO standard (Table 1) [11]. The
system provides a complementary metal-oxide semiconductor camera with Basler acA2500-
16 um, which has a resolution of 2592 × 1944 and FOV (field of view) of 15 × 11.25 mm2.
The hardware architecture of the mechanism is shown in Figure 3a.
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Table 1. ISO 3601-3:2005 O-Ring quality acceptance criteria [9].

Limits of Size for Surface Imperfections for Grade N O-Rings

Surface
Imperfection

Type
Diagrammatic Representation Limiting

Dimensions

Maximum Limits of Imperfections
Grade N O-Rings
Cross-Section, d2

>0.8
≤2.25

>2.25
≤3.15

>3.15
≤4.50

>4.50
≤6.30

>6.30
≤8.40

Excessive
trimming
(radial tool
marks not
allowed)
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The dimension measurement system was used to measure the internal dimension d1
and cross-sectional diameter d2 of the O-Rings [12]. The d1 and d2 are shown in Figure 4.
The system provides a CCD camera with Basler acA2500-16 um, which had a resolution
of 2592 × 1944 and FOV of 80 × 60 mm. The hardware architecture of the mechanism is
shown in Figure 3b.
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2.2. Processing of Defect Detection

The photometric stereo method was used to produce the 3D was obtained. Adaptive
threshold using sliding windows was employed to attain the final result image IR. The size
of the sliding windows was 50 × 50 pixels based on the defect size. The flowchart of this
study is shown in Figure 5. We used Figure 3a mechanism with a light source controller
(OPT dpa2024e-8) to trigger light source and camera respectively for capture images Ii
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (Figure 6). The light source of the mechanism came from 6 directions,
from light 1 to light 6. We employed those 6-image (Ii, i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) to implement a
photometric stereo [13] as shown below:

1. Make a binary mask (Figure 7 I6) by using I6. Then, we used this mask to flit back-
ground information to reduce background noise effectively.

2. Normalize image by using function (1). Which I(x, y) is a grayscale pixel value at
position (x, y) of image.

I(x, y)i =
I(x, y)i

Max(I(x, y))
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (1)

3. Set a threshold in 100 to binary image Ii (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (Figure 7) and calculate
image moment (x, y)i with images Ii (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (Figure 7) by function (2).

(x, y) = (
M10

M00
,

M01

M00
) (2)

4. Define image moment (x, y)6 as centroid and calculate maximum distance to mask
edge r.

r = Max[(x, y)− (x, y)6] when I(x, y) > 100 (3)

5. Calculate light source direction vectors
→
L using the function (8).

(dx, dy)i = (x, y)i − (x, y)6 (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (4)

ni =

[
dxi
r

,−dyi
r

,

√
r2 − dxi

2 − dyi
2

r

]
(i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (5)

R = [0, 0, 1] (6)

Li = 2× (ni·R)× ni − R (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) (7)
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→
L = [L1, L2, L3, L4, L5, L6] (8)

6. Define normal relative surface normal image N by using the function (10).

→
I (x, y) =

[
I(x, y)1, I(x, y)2, I(x, y)3, I(x, y)4, I(x, y)5, I(x, y)6

]
(9)

N(x, y) = (
→
L

T→
L )
−1 →

L
T →

I (x, y) (10)

7. Calculate unit vector field N (Figure 8) by the function (11).

N(x, y) =
N(x, y)
||N(x, y)|| (11)

8. First, we transfer unit vector field N to triangle mesh. Then define each vertex point as
Pi (i = 0, 1, 2) as function (12). Furthermore, each vertex point’s relative surface normal
vector Ni (i = 0, 1, 2). At last, we can define

[
Nx, Ny, Nz

]
by using the function (13).

Pi = (xi, yi, zi) (i = 0, 1, 2) (12)

[
Nx, Ny, Nz

]
=

(N0 + 2N1 + N2)

4
(13)

9. Now, we can solve each vertex point’s relative surface normal vector Ni (i = 0, 1, 2) by
using the function (14) and unit vector field N.

Ni =

 Nx = (y1 − y0)(z2 − z0)− (z1 − z0)(y2 − y0)
Ny = (z1 − z0)(x2 − x0)− (x1 − x0)(y2 − y0)
Nz = (x1 − x0)(y2 − y0)− (y1 − y0)(x2 − x0)

 (14)

10. The deep of the triangle mesh can be rewritten as an overdetermined set. So, in the
image resolution M×N would include 2(M− 1)(N − 1) the amount triangle. That is
2(M− 1)(N − 1) amount linear equation. Each triangle contains two linear equations
as the function (16).

α =
[(x1 − x0)(y2 − y0)− (y1 − y0)(x2 − x0)]

Nz
(15)

Ni =

[
αNx = (y1 − y0)(z2 − z0)− (z1 − z0)(y2 − y0)
αNy = (z1 − z0)(x2 − x0)− (x1 − x0)(y2 − y0)

]
(16)

11. We define A equal all of constant relative with z, and B equal αNx and αNy. Then, we
can get the relative height of each pixel Z by using the function (14).

Z = (AT A)
−1

AT B (17)

12. At last, we create a 2.5-D model by using the photometric stereo method. The result
is shown in Figure 9a. With the photometric stereo method, errors resulting from
surface dirt in the inspection process were effectively prevented.

On the other hand, we used the image from button light of defect detection mechanism
(I6, Figure 9b) to produce a binary image (Figure 9c). Moreover, this binary image was one
of the materials used to produce a smooth surface model MS (Figure 9d).
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capture with the button light source in defect detection mechanism (Figure 3); (c) binarization and inverse image of (b);
(d) smooth model MS, created by Figure 5; (e) result of (d) subtracted from (e); (f) candidate defect area, which create by
sliding windows.

We generated two factors to produce smooth surface model. One was a binary image
of I6 (Figure 9c) and the other one was the photometric stereo model MS. First, we extract
contours [14] from Figure 9c. the method of find contour can be explained simply as a
curve joining all the continuous points (along the boundary), having same color or intensity.
The contours extracted based on chain code 8-connectivity are shown in Figure 10a. then,
we used cubic Bézier curve to describe to contours. Before the transformation between
contour and cubic Bézier curve. we named all of the control points of the cubic Bézier curve
shown in Figure 11. Therefore, we defined the cubic Bézier curve in Equation (18), which
we obtained with starting point p00, end point p03, tracking points p30 with corresponding
parameter ω, all of ω held values that varied between 0 and 1. Which parameter ω is used
to describe cubic Bézier curve. After that, we obtained p01 and p02 using the solution of
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simultaneous Equation (19). We used the contour start point p00, end point p03, two tracking
points p30 with corresponding parameterω to solute Equation (19). Which tracking points
selected by one-third point and two-thirds points of contour points. In Figure 10b, the red
points are the cubic Bézier curve’s control points and the green curve is the cubic Bézier
curve. In other words, we used the solution of the simultaneous Equation (19) to acquire
B1 and B2. Moreover, we acquired the path vector

→
p of the O-Ring by interpolating both B1

and B2.
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p30 = (1 − ω)3p00 + 3ω(1 − ω)2p01 + 3ω2(1 − ω)p02 + ω3 p03 ω ∈ [0, 1] (18)

3ω(1 − ω)2p01 + 3ω2(1 − ω)p02 = p30 − (1 − ω)3p00 − ω3 p03 (19)

Secondly, we obtained several vectors of height
→
h (Figure 10c by using the path

→
p as a factor. Thus, we calculated all

→
h to get the result (Figure 10d) by performing a

regression analysis. After that, we can acquire a smooth model of the photometric stereo
MS (Figure 9d).
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We obtained the result of MS by subtracting from the photometric stereo model
(Figure 9e). Moreover, we acquired the candidate defect area using sliding windows to
eliminate model noise generated in the subtraction process. Furthermore, the candidate
defect area is shown in Figure 9f.

2.3. Processing of Dimension Measurement
2.3.1. Pre-Processing of Dimension Measurement

Camera calibration [15] was employed to calculate the homography [16] before the
dimension measurement process. The pre-processing flow chat is shown in Figure 12 and
the projected relation between the image plane and object plane is shown in Figure 13.
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Figure 12. (a) Flowchart of pre-processing the dimension measurement; (b) images for camera
calibration Ii; (c) image for calculating homography IH.

In the camera calibration process, we acquired the camera matrix M, distortion co-
efficients D, rotation vectors R = (r1, r2, r3), and translation vector t = (tx, ty, tz) using
images Ii (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) (Figure 12b) to calibrate the camera. According to the method
proposed in [15,16], we acquired homography H by using Equation (20) and the image
used to calculate homography IH (Figure 12c). q is the image plane coordinates and the Q
is the object plane coordinate in (20).
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measurement mechanism (Figure 3b).

2.3.2. Dimension Measurement Processes

The dimension measurement process is shown in Figure 14. This process starts with
image I, which is captured by the camera. Then, undistort I (Figure 15a) is acquired using
distortion coefficients D and camera matrix M. Finally, the contours [14] (Figure 15c) are
acquired using the I binarization image Ib (Figure 15b).

First, we divided the contours into two parts using hierarchy [14]. One was the
internal contour (Figure 15c), the other was the external contour. Then, we converted those
contours into the cubic Bézier curve. In the beginning of the process, we converted the
contour into the Bézier curve, and divided contour C (Figure 15c) into contour Ci (the green

line between Figure 15e, red points) using approximate points
→
A (Figure 15d) from the

Douglas–Peucker algorithm [17]. The Douglas–Peucker algorithm is shown below:

1. Find the start point PA and end point PB of object contour C (Figure 16a);
2. Connect start point PA and end point PB. Then, find the furthest point PC and calculate

the distance D from the point PC to the line PAPB (Figure 16b).
3. If the distance D from the point PC to the line PAPB is bigger than the threshold we

settled, divide the contour into two parts. Then, calculate the distance D from the
point to the line, respectively (Figure 16c).

4. Else if all of the distance D from the point to the line is smaller than the threshold
finish the approximate operation.
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noise and O-ring burrs to obtain a perimeter. Though the perimeter was more accurate 
than the calculated contour, it cost us too much information regarding the real edge. As 
a result, we proposed a more accurate solution using the cubic Bézier curve to approxi-
mate each Ci. We employed Equation (19) to acquire the cubic Bézier control points (Fig-
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arc length was calculated using the Euclidean distance via de Casteljau’s algorithm [18]. 
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Figure 16. Schematic diagram of Douglas–Peucker algorithm: (a) A set of contour points and start
point PA and end point PB; (b) Connect start point PA and end point PB. Then, find the furthest point
PC and calculate the distance D from the point PC to the line PAPB; (c) If the distance D from the
point PC to the line PAPB is bigger than the threshold we settled, divide the contour into two parts.
Then, calculate the distance D from the point to the line, respectively; (d) Else if all of the distance D
from the point to the line is smaller than the threshold finish the approximate operation.

By using the Douglas–Peucker algorithm, we could ignore the Ib (Figure 15b) edge
noise and O-Ring burrs to obtain a perimeter. Though the perimeter was more accurate
than the calculated contour, it cost us too much information regarding the real edge. As a
result, we proposed a more accurate solution using the cubic Bézier curve to approximate
each Ci. We employed Equation (19) to acquire the cubic Bézier control points (Figure 15f)
with each Ci and projected control points using homography H [16]. Finally, the arc length
was calculated using the Euclidean distance via de Casteljau’s algorithm [18]. The process
of the cubic Bézier curve conversion is shown in Figure 17.
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3. O-Ring Database

To verify the proposed defect detection method and dimension measure measurement,
and we established five databases of O-Rings. Two databases for defect detection and three
for dimension measurements were available.

3.1. Database for Defect Detection
3.1.1. DPS (Database of Photometric Stereo Model)

There were 160 defects and 160 non-defects included. The defect samples included
60 samples with flow marks and 100 samples with non-fills and indentations. Each sample
had six images Ii (i = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) to implement the photometric stereo and verify the
defect detection process. A sample of this database is shown in Figure 6. There are several
different dimensions and cross-section dimension O-Ring samples. The schematic diagram
of those samples is shown in Figure 18.

We put O-Rings above the button light source in the defect detection mechanism
(Figure 3a). Furthermore, collecting sample images capture by trigger each light source and
camera in order. Each sample was collected in the same light parameter, camera parameter.
Then, we execute the defect detection we proposed in the same condition with every sample.

In this experiment, we use a light source controller (OPT dpa2024e-8) to modify light
intensity in the defect detection system (Figure 2a). Each channel of the light source set on
80. The camera exposure time set on 3000 us. By subtracting the photometric stereo model
MP and smooth surface model MS. The deviation model MD was produced. Then we used
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the 50 × 50 pixels sliding windows and set the threshold on 80 in 8-bit matrix data for the
deviation model MD to create defect candidate area. If there are five candidate areas were
connected. Then, label the sample as a defect. The threshold and the camera parameter
by experiment obtain. Because the photometric stereo method in this paper was based
on regression, Which type of method can’t provide accurate relative height, the detection
processing is shown in Figure 19.
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Figure 19. Defects detection processing with photometric stereo model MP. (a) Photometric stereo model MP (Gray scale),
those models reconstructed by corresponding images in Figure 18; (b) Smooth surface model MS (Gray scale), this model is
the smooth version of Photometric stereo model MP, create by the method in this paper Section 2.2; (c) the deviation model
MD, this model created by subtracting (a,b) (jet color map and mapped into range 0~500 µm); (d) Candidate area (Binary
images), which is produced by sliding windows with (c).
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The reconstruction time consuming is about 30 s and the defect detection time con-
suming is about 30 s.

3.1.2. DK (Database of Raw Data with Profilometer)

There were 160 defects and 160 non-defects included. The defect samples included 60
samples with flow marks and 100 samples with non-fills and indentations. Each sample was
reconstructed using optical profilometer and the reconstruction raw data were acquired.
Detailed specification of K optical profilometer is shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Specification of optical profilometer VR-3100.

Name Specification and Parameter

Trademark and model VR-3100
Magnification 12×

FOV(field of view) 24 × 18 mm2

Resolution 1024 × 768
Working distance 75 mm

Pixel size 23.4375 × 23.4375 m2

Repeatability (Vertical) 0.5 µm
Repeatability (horizontal) 1 µm

In this experiment, we establish the database with reconstruction raw data in 2.5D
format and binary the 2.5D model to get binary image before defect detection. Then,
we execute the defect detection we proposed (Figure 5 yellow region). We set the defect
depth was 0.08 mm to detect surface defect, which depth is based on ISO standard. The
other defect detection condition is same as in the DPS database. The reconstruction time
consuming is about 1 min. The defect detection time consuming is about 30 s (Figure 20).
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Figure 20. Defect detection processing with optical profilometer. (a) Model of optical profilometer reconstructed (Gray
scale); (b) Smooth surface model MS (Gray scale), this model is the smooth version of (a), create by the method in this paper
Section 2.2; (c) The deviation model MD, this model created by subtracting (a,b) (jet color map and mapped into range
0~500 µm); (d) Candidate area (Binary images), which is produced by sliding windows with (c).
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3.2. Database for Dimension Measurement
3.2.1. DVT (Database of the Verified Samples Be Made of T6061)

The standard piece was processed and manufactured with lathe using aluminum
alloy (T6061). The products are shown in Figure 13. The standard piece was manufactured
for 5 dimensions and 5 pieces for each dimension. Therefore, we had 25 pieces. The
dimensions for the manufacturing process were as follows: internal dimension d1 = (5, 10,
15, 20, 25) mm and cross-sectional diameter d2 = 1.78 mm.

To calculate the MAE (Mean Absolute Error) for each O-Ring, we classified the metal
O-Ring of each dimension according to the measurement results. The schematic diagram
of the metal O-Ring is shown in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. (a) CAD of the metal O-Rings; (b) metal O-Ring image (top light source); (c) metal O-Ring image (back-
light source).

We put all of the metal O-Rings above the button light source in the dimension
measurement mechanism (Figure 3b). Then, trigger the camera and light source at the
same time for each sample to capture images and establish this database. Besides, we used
the same measurement parameter to measure each size sample.

3.2.2. DSI (Database of the Standard Sample Regulated by ISO

This database collected a set of samples with dimensions that conformed to ISO 3601-
2:2016 [19], ISO16031-1:2002 [20], and ISO16031-2:2003 [21]. All samples were samples
defined with the size identification code of the above three specifications. The inside
diameters d1, cross-sections d2, and O-Ring tolerances of the size identification code are
shown in Table 3.

To calculate the MAE of each size O-Ring, and we put each O-Ring on the measurement
platform 30 times repeatedly. This action can provide some deformation. We can measure
the algorithm stability by this action. The action schematic diagram is shown in Figure 22.
Besides, we used the same measurement parameter to measure each size sample.
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Figure 22. Schematic diagram of the O-Ring repeatedly on the object plane.

Table 3. Inside diameters, cross-sections, and tolerances for O-Rings.

SIC (Size Identification Code)
Internal Diameter d1 (mm) Cross-Section d2 (mm)

Min. Max. Min. Max.

−005 2.44 2.69 1.70 1.85
−006 2.77 3.02 1.70 1.85
−007 3.56 3.81 1.70 1.85
−008 4.34 4.60 1.70 1.85
−009 5.16 5.41 1.70 1.85
−010 5.94 6.20 1.70 1.85
−011 7.52 7.77 1.70 1.85
−012 9.12 9.37 1.70 1.85
−013 10.69 10.95 1.70 1.85
−014 12.29 12.55 1.70 1.85
−015 13.87 14.12 1.70 1.85
−016 15.47 15.72 1.70 1.85
−017 17.04 17.30 1.70 1.85
−018 18.64 18.90 1.70 1.85
−019 20.19 20.50 1.70 1.85
−020 21.79 22.10 1.70 1.85
−021 23.36 23.67 1.70 1.85
−022 24.97 25.27 1.70 1.85
−023 26.54 26.85 1.70 1.85

3.2.3. DSP (Database of the Standard Sample with External Pressure)

This database included O-Rings with size identification codes from −017 to −020,
regulated by the ISO [19–21]. We pressured those O-Rings until deformation and fixed them
on the object platform. Afterward, we captured all of those O-Ring to establish this database
(Table 4). All of measurement conditions and parameter is same with DSI database.

Table 4. Table of DPS (database of photometric stereo model) with SIC (size identification code) and image index.
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Table 4. Cont.

Image Index
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SIC
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4. Experiment Results and Discussion
4.1. Defection Detection

The DPS result employed in the defect detection process is shown in Table 5 and
Figure 23. In Figure 23, We successfully detect a tiny defect. The depth of this defect is
90 µm and in this experiment, we did not have any defects to miss detection. However,
there is little amount of false alarm. Because the photometric stereo method in this paper
was based on regression, which type of method cannot provide accurate relative height.
There are some tiny scratched at the O-Rings surface indeed, but not deep enough to be
defective. Those type of sample is shown in Figure 24.

Table 5. Confusion matrix of the defect result with DPS.

True Condition

Positive Negative

Predicted Outcome
Positive 160 11

Negative 0 149

Accuracy 96.56%

Precision 93.57%
Recall 100%

To prove our suppose, which the reason for overkill from regression type photometric
stereo. We use optical profilometer to establish the DK database. Then, we set a fixed
threshold was 80 µm. In this experiment, we get a pretty good result. The DK result in
the defect detection process is shown in Table 6 and Figure 25. This result can prove the
processing we proposed was general. To improve reconstruction accuracy can improve the
outcome of defect detection. On the other hand, we detect the same tiny defect O-Ring in
optical profilometer reconstructed result. It also can successfully detect small defects.
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Table 6. Confusion matrix of the defect result with DK.

True Condition

Positive Negative

Predicted Outcome
Positive 160 0

Negative 0 160

Accuracy 100%

Precision 100%

Recall 100%
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Figure 25. (a) optical profilometer model; (b) smooth model MS; (c) subtracting result on defect candidate area.

4.2. Dimension Measurement

We compared the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm result points A and contour
C with the method Bp we proposed, all of those points through homography matrix and
Euclidean distance to calculate distance. Then calculated the internal and cross-section
diameter. On the other hand, we employed the mean absolute error to estimate loss L
to evaluate measurement results and stability. The formula of the loss L is shown in
Equation (21).

L = Σ(|v − ds|)/n (21)

The ds was the median size between the maximum allowable dimension and minimum
allowable dimension from ISO. The loss L was acquired using the median size ds, which
deducted the measurement result v, and the n is the number of the same size O-Ring
samples.

The DVT measurement results of internal and cross-section diameters are shown
in Figure 26a,b. Moreover, the DSI measurement results of internal and cross-section
diameters are shown in Figure 26c,d. In addition, the DSP measurement results for the
internal and cross-section diameters are shown in Figure 26e,f. All of the results display
our processing can improve measurement result.
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Figure 26. (a) Result of d1 measurement with DVT; (b) result of d2 measurement with DVT; (c) result of d1 measurement
with DSI; (d) result of d2 measurement with DSI; (e) result of d1 measurement with DSP; (f) result of d2 measurement
with DSP.

In those results, we can prove that the method we proposed can further improve the
measurement error from edge protrusions. The detailed comparison is shown in Figure 27.
There is some small noise at the O-Ring edge (Figure 27a). To improve the measurement, we
ignore those protrusions using Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm (Figure 27b). However,
this method could lose the real edge of O-Ring too much from very large threshold. Such
as the blue line and green line in Figure 27b, both lines were the measurement result
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using Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm. Moreover, if we set the threshold too small, the
algorithm loses the ability to ignore edge protrusions.

To further reduce measurement error, we proposed a new edge extracting algorithm
in Section 2. This algorithm using a large threshold in Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm.
We fitted each contour C between every two points A by using the cubic Bézier curve. The
cubic Bézier curve is shown in Figure 27c. In Figure 27c, red points are Ramer–Douglas–
Peucker algorithm result points and cubic Bézier control points p00 and p03, and green
points are cubic Bézier control points p01 and p02 by Equation (19) and the yellow curve
was the fitting result of our cubic Bézier fitting algorithm.

Thus, we can ignore edge protrusions and guarantee real edge information be keeping.
Then, we use homography to calculate dimension.
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(c) Schematic diagram of fitting results found using cubic Bézier curves. which green points are cubic Bézier control points
p01 and p02 by Equation (19). The yellow curve was the fitting result of our cubic Bézier fitting algorithm.

To verify measurement stability, we used the STD (standard deviation) as an index for
measurement stability. The measurement results of d1 and d2 are shown in Tables 7 and 8.
This result proves the measurement processing we proposed is the most stable in those three
algorithms. On the other hand, most of the time consumed in measurement processing
was homography projective and Euclidean distance calculation. Our algorithm’s result
points were extracting by de Casteljau’s algorithm. In de Casteljau’s algorithm, we can
reduce extracted resolution to reduce the total measurement time. So the time consuming
is less than the contour method.

Table 7. Table of the internal diameter measurement result via STD.

Unit: mm Methods of Measurement

Name of Database Bp A C

DVT 0.01401 0.04627 0.47170

DSI 0.04606 0.07764 0.48437

DSP 0.03703 0.13972 0.87662
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Table 8. Table of cross-section diameter measurement result via STD.

Unit: mm Methods of Measurement

Name of Database Bp A C

DVT 0.00741 0.01657 0.03544

DSI 0.03424 0.04591 0.05424

DSP 0.02697 0.04145 0.29591

5. Conclusions

We developed an affordable AOI system for O-Ring inspection and dimension mea-
surement. The total cost of the system we proposed is only $1500 USD. The system not only
achieved a 100% recall rate, but the accuracy reached 95.56% in the collected dataset. We
also detected some defects were not yet regulated by the ISO [9]. Meanwhile, we effectively
avoided the false negative state caused by surface dirt. To detect of each O-Ring only
take 30 s because the detect algorithm is based on 2-D data format. On the other hand,
the smooth model produced by the detect algorithm can be establishing a deep learning
database. We also successfully detected the oxidized defection, which ISO didn’t mention.
The rubber oxidized model is shown in Figure 28.

Alternatively, we proposed a new measurement method. The algorithm we proposed
was experimentally verified to be more accurate, more stable, and faster. The algorithm
method improves the Ramer–Douglas–Peucker algorithm real edge lose problem and keep
the real edge information at the same time. Moreover, this algorithm time consuming can
be reduced using de Casteljau’s algorithm-extracting resolution.
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Figure 28. (a) Image of the rubber oxidized model; (b) rubber oxidized model (top view); (c) rubber oxidized model (per-
spective view). 
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